Precision Physical Synthesis

The Solution for Every Complex FPGA Design

In today’s workplace, FPGA designers do not discuss whether or not timing closure problems are occurring, but rather how long they take to solve. In previous generations of FPGAs gate delay accounted for the majority of the total delay, but with shrinking process technologies and increasing device size and capacity, interconnect delay can exceed 70% of the total delay, requiring new approaches to achieve timing closure. Former techniques included multiple place and route runs, rewriting the RTL-code or floorplanning, but these approaches have not kept pace with technology. The productivity gap has widened as the number of design iterations has increased dramatically. The pain of multiple iterations, coupled with trial-and-error synthesis runs, as well as place and route iterations, has led to the search for better, more productive solutions.

The first to integrate physical synthesis and RTL synthesis into one unique solution, Precision® Physical Synthesis addresses the productivity and timing closure challenges caused by today’s highly complex programmable devices. It combines the logical, timing, and physical worlds into a single intuitive design and analysis environment, enabling designers to take control of their design implementation and timing challenges. Precision Physical synthesis provides an RTL to placed gates solution that defines a new approach to FPGA design, built on a single data model that simultaneously optimizes gate and interconnect to reduce design iterations.

Key product benefits:
• Improves productivity by combining placement with synthesis to reduce design iterations
• Easy-to-use automated physical synthesis
  - Understands physical design rules
  - Push-button optimization focuses on interconnect and gate delay
• Excellent Quality of Results
• Reduces design time by enhancing the design analysis environment
• Deterministically closes on timing
• Intuitive user interface

Gain Confidence in Your Design

As FPGAs continue to grow in size and complexity, time-to-market pressures leave little time for designers to also become tool experts; yet performance requirements still demand excellent results. Designers must have complete confidence in their design and synthesis tools in order to meet these challenges. Precision Physical with its highly intuitive interface, advanced FPGA synthesis technology, and sophisticated design analysis capabilities delivers correct results without lengthy iterations. Comprehensive constraints handling, coupled with state-of-the-art timing analysis, guide optimization when and where it is needed most, achieving excellent results for even the most aggressive designs. But power need not require compromising usability. Novices will quickly feel like experts using an interface that guides them step-by-step through the synthesis process and into the physical environment.
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Single Environment Improves Productivity

Precision Physical covers the complete synthesis and design implementation phase of complex FPGA designs. The ability to cross-probe between the timing report, RTL source, RTL schematic and physical views allows users to identify performance bottlenecks, as well as potential functional issues in the design. Based on this information, the design can be debugged and improved quickly. Timing closure problems can be fixed by either modifying the RTL code or optimizing the cell placements - Precision Physical provides a solution that allows the user to correct either type of problem efficiently.

Taking Control to Produce a Convergent Flow

Precision Physical understands all the details of your FPGA, including device configurations, delay calculations, available resources, clocking rules and placement/packing rules. To effectively merge the logical and physical environments requires a detailed knowledge of the placement rules. Knowing where items can legally be placed reduces design iterations by making sure that the timing is achieved following place and route. But Precision Physical doesn't stop there - advanced algorithms allow you to further improve the design's performance.

Precision Physical offers you two choices to enhance the design if additional performance is needed. The automated flow is a push-button solution suitable for most designs and the PreciseView physical editing environment offers a unique and powerful solution for challenging designs that have high performance requirements.

Automated Flow

Precision Physical contains advanced RTL synthesis functionality, and enhances these capabilities with physically aware algorithms, such as placement modification, retiming, replication and re-synthesis. Precision Physical has detailed knowledge concerning the FPGA vendor design rules, and uses this data to improve quality of results by verifying that any logic or placement changes are correct. The automated flow uses this level of detail to maximize performance.

PreciseView Physical Editing Environment

Precision Physical offers designers an interactive environment called PreciseView, which complies with the vendor rules to further minimize interconnect delay. The highest performance is now achievable with the lowest possible speed grades. The PreciseView physical editing environment combines an understanding of place-